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ABSTRACT

In my thesis I will try to give a plausible synthesis of internalist and externalist

approaches to knowledge. According to the internalist theory of knowledge, the main

condition that has to be fulf,rlled in order for a cogntzer to have knowledge is a set of

epistemological rules that S obeys - he acquires knowledge due to his cognitively

responsible behaviour in following these rules. The externalist regards knowledge as

resulting from a process that does not decisively depend on any mental activity of the

cognizer. He objects that internalism is grounded on the wrong assumption that the

cognizer has control over his own beliefs. (Baergen 1995) Accordingly, the cognizer's

voluntary actions are not relevant to knowledee.

I will argue that both externalism and internalism give only a partial account of the

cognitive process. Knowledge is partly the result of a process that does not depend on the

cognizer's being awaÍe of it, and parlly dependent upon action on the part of the

cognizer. Suffrcient conditions for knowledge include both the process that reliably leads

to a true belief and the cognizer's decision to rely on this process. A cognizer S knows

that p iff:

1) S believes that p

2) It is true that p

3) If p were not true then S would not believe that p

4) S decides to make use of the reliable process that produces S's belief that p.



Apart from the process that forms beliefs about an object, which is regarded as a

source of knowledge by externalists, there is an act of will of the cognizer that aims at

various uses of a reliable process (e.g. to use a belief about the object to name the object,

to undertake a physical action caused by the belief, to infer from it some other beliefs

about the object, etc.). Therefore the cognizer's will can change the epistemic status of a

true belief produced by a reliable process and determine whether or not the true belief is

knowledge. Furthermore, by means of his control overtheuse of the reliable process, the

cognizer can make changes to the metaphysical status of his beliefs.
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1. Introduction

The ancient dilemma about knowledge and justification of a true belief emerges in

contemporary epistemology as the discussion between internalism and externalism. These

two opposite approaches discuss whether justification belongs to some process that goes

on in a cognizer's mind or whether it belongs to a process that is to some degree

independent of the mental activity of a cognizer. The internalist approach has a long

tradition that starts with Descartes, whereas externalism is an innovation in the field. On

one side, according to the internalist theory of knowledge, the main condition that has to

be fulfilled in order for S (a cognizer) to have knowledge is a set of epistemological rules

that S obeys - he acquires knowledge due to his own cognitively responsible behavior in

following these rules. The cognizer's responsibility plays a central role in cognitive

processes that can be regarded as resulting in knowledge. On the other side, the

externalist view regards knowledge as resulting from a process that does not decisively

depend on any cognizer's mental activity. Though a sharp line cannot be drawn between

these two approaches (Kihyeon 1993), usually the authors that subscribe to one or other

of them emphasize that these two concepts oppose one another and that to accept one of

them necessarily means to abandon the plausibility of the other. The internalist claims

that the conditions that refer to the cognizer's mental action (i.e., an inference about the

object) are sufficient conditions of knowledge. In otherwords, to satisfy some epistemic

rules of cognitively responsible behavior is a sufficient condition for S to know that p,



given that S truly believes that p. However, the externalist regards the conditions of the

process which a cognizer is not aware of as sufficient conditions of knowledge. In other

words, a cognizer may not be aware of the specific nature of the cognitive mechanism

that produces his true belief and enables him to know.

The discrepancy between the sufficient conditions proposed by the internalist and the

externalist definition is usually emphasized, but I think that both approaches treat the

cognitive process only partially and that knowledge is both the result of a process that

does not depend on the cognizer's being aware of it, as well as dependent upon action on

the part of the cognizer. In other words, I will try to argue that the suffrcient conditions

for knowledge include both the process that reliably leards to a true belief and the

cognizer's decision to rely on this process. The paper is inspired on one side by the

promising idea of reliabilism regarding knowledge, an idea which emerges as a new

approach to the problem of knowledge, and on the other side by the strong intuition

shared by most people that to have knowledge that p is to be able to give reasons for the

belief that p.

The notion of a cognizer's decision to make use of a reliable process and the notion

of the use of a reliable process are the core notions of my approach. Apart from the

process that forms beliefs about an object, which is regarded as a source of knowledge by

externalists, there is an act of will of a cognizer that aims at various uses of a reliable

process (e.g. to use a belief about the object to name the object, to undertake a physical

action caused by the belief to infer from it some other beliefs about the object, etc.) -



i' e', aims at various uses of a true belief as its product. I will argue that the cognizer can

in a sense believe that p and still refrain from the use of this belief. Reliabilist theorists

argue that if some reliable mechanism produces a belief that p, then given that it is true

that p, S knows that p. This is the point at which internalists construct their

counterexamples trying to show the implausibility of the reliabilist approach. However, if
\¡/e can show that S might believe that p, which is produced by a reliable mechanism and

despite these conditions S still does not know that p (because the cognizer decides not to

use the reliable process), then there is a hope to regard both the reliabilist conditions of

knowledge and internalist demand for the cognizer's mental action that leads to

knowledge, as relevant to knowledge. Belief can be produced by a reliable mechanism

but the cognizer can still change its epistemic status by refraining from using it.

In order to explain the proposalthat I briefly described above, I will consider the

comparative advantages and disadvantages of externalism and internalism, then in

section 3 below I will develop my idea and examine some consequences of my approach.

2.L Externølísm, relíabilism, causøliet

Let us first examine the externalist position regarding knowledge. There are various

versions of externalism, but despite their differences (in approaching the problem of

knowledge) they share a common assumption that there is a certain cognitive process M

that reliably produces true beliefs. The conditions sufficient for the reliability of M are

different in the various theories which use an externalist approach. For example,



Armstrong's definition requires a law-like connection between S and O, that is, a

connection that will provide true beliefs about O with the reliability of a law of nature.

(Armstrong 1973) Nozick insists on the counterfactual dependence of a true belief on the

object of knowledge Q{ozick 1980), whereas Goldman focuses his attention on the

counterfactual dependence of the connection between S and O, as the condition of

knowledge (Goldman I976). All reliabilist theories deal with the psycho-physiological

processes that go from the object to the cognizer, assuming that this process enables the

cognizet to know because it is a reliable source of true beliefs about the object, although

the cognizer might not be aware of that.

When we say that a cognizer perceptually knows that p, then we assume that there is an

object in the world about which he knows that p. For example, if S knows that the apple

is red, then he knows that the apple has the property F: 'to be red'. According to the fìrst

version of Goldman's theory (Goldman 1967), if S knows perceptually rhatthe apple is

red then he is causally connected with the apple and his sensory apparatus enables him to

know that the apple is red. The property F causes his belief about the apple. He sees that

the apple is red and acquires a belief about it.

This description of vision is accepted both in our ordinary life and in psychological and

philosophical theories of vision (Mar lg82). To see is to see an object O, and for S to

know something about O is to be causally connected with O in a specific way. The causal

account is present in all reliabilist theories, but these theories introduce the causal account

in different ways. The causal theory is interesting as a prototype framework of any



reliabilist theory thatregards the subject-object relation as the source of knowledge, as all

reliabilist theories do. Goldman's frrst version of the reliabilist theory (Goldman 1967)

depends on the causal account as sketched above. S knows that p if and only if S believes

that p, it is true that p and there is a causal connection between the object and the

cognizer. It seems however that this version is not a reliabilist theory in the sense in

which later reliabilist theories are, since it takes into account the causal connection

between the cognizer and the object as the main issue of the definition of knowledge,

whereas later theories consider the demand for the reliable production of true beliefs as

the main component of the theory that deals with the relation between the cognizer and

the subject in much broader sense. Although the theory given in (Goldman 1976)

presupposes a counterfactual account of causality, this is a step forward in the

development of the reliabilist approach to knowledge. The commitment to the specific

causal theory is no longer an obvious condition required for a reliabilist defrnition of

knowledge as it was in (Goldman 1967).

A reliabilist theory that is based on counterfactual dependence aims at successfully

dealing with the cases in which the cognizer guesses that p, but which the traditional

definition of knowledge still characterizes as cases of knowledge. r The traditional

definition of knowledge that consists of the three conditions.

1) S believes that p

2) p is true

3) S is justified in believingthat p,



is extended in the reliabilist definition with additional conditions.2 In Goldman's

definition these additional conditions disregard as a case of knowledge a case in which

there is a relevant alternative situation in which O would produce a false belief in S. In

other words, S knows if and only if:

1) S believes that p,

2) it is true that p,

and

3) if p were not the case o would not produce the belief that p in S

This additional condition that concerns itself with the notion of relevant alternative

situations disqualifies cases in which S acquires a true belief by accident as cases of

knowledge. For example, if S is driving through a field fulI of facsimiles of a barn and is

not aware of the factthat the barns around him are facsimiles, and he looks at the only

real barn in the field, we cannot say that he knows that a barn is in front of him. We

cannot say this because if the barn were not areal barn then S would have a false belief

that the barn he is looking at is a real barn. It is plausible to suppose that the barn which S

is looking at could have been a facsimile of a barn and therefore we can say that the

counter ctual situation is a relevant alternative situation that disqualifies the case as a

case of knowledge. S cannot distinguish between a real barn and a facsimile of a barn by

means of any property F that the barn does have, so S does not know that it is a real barn

in front of him. In other words, he is only tuckily guessing thatitis a barn in front of him.

' This is a class of cases that includes cases such as
barn case sort (see below). Regarding the latter, the
does not lnow that p?'.

the original Gettier case, as well as the cases of the
traditional theory caIlllot answer the question ,Why 

S



S knows only if a cognitive mechanism M of S has the ability to distinguish between O in

the actual situation, and o' in the relevant alternative situation.

Another reliabilist approach introduced by Nozick (1981) regards the counterfactual

relation between beliefs and their truth conditions as the additional condition for

knowledge. The additional condition of Nozick's definition of knowledge3 demands that

S would not have a belief that p if it were not true that p. So, S knows that p if and only

if:

1) S believes that p,

2) it is true that p

and

3) if it were not true that p s would not have a false belief that p

4) if p were true in relevantly similar circumstances then S would still believe that p.

Nozick adds the fourth condition in order to disqualify problematic cases of the

following kind: Suppose that a man is walking on the street and suddenly someone hits

him on the head with a hammer. In the cognizer's mind this hit produces (by means of

some strange neural process) the belief that he has just been hit on the head with a

hammer. The third condition of Nozick's definition of knowledge is satisfied since if S

were not hit he would not believe that he had been hit, but still, the belief accidentally

matches the real state of affairs. It could easily have been the case that the hit produced

2 In more radical versions of externalism (e.g. Nozick 1981), the justification condition is abandoned
4together and replaced with additional conditions.
' It should be noted that Nozick's definition is intended to be applied to knowiedge in general and not only
to perceptual larowledge.



some other strange belief that is not related to reality. Nozick's fourth condition

disqualifies cases such as this as instances of knowledge: In relevantly similar

circumstances where S is hit on the head he would not have the same belief; therefore, he

does not know that he has been hit on the head. We will come back to the fourth

condition when we discuss whether or not the cognizer's decision to make use of a

reliable process has to be justified in order for him to know that p.

Nozick's definition does not as directly involve the counterfactual account of

causality as Goldman's (1976) definition does. Nozick's theory can be seen as a

generalization of reliabilist theories that are committed to the causal theory; the

countetfactual dependence of beliefs about the object, and not the specific relation of the

cause and the consequence, is regarded as the condition of knowledge. According to the

assumption of the Goldman defînition, if S can distinguish between O in the actual

situation and O' in the counterfactual situation then there is a causal connection between

S and O that produces a belief in S about the property F that belongs to O. However,

Nozick has to assume only the counterfactual dependence of the state of affairs of the

cognizet upon the state of affairs of the object as the background of the definition. That

is, if S knows that the object in front of him is a barn, and he is able to distinguish it from

a facsimile of a barn, then S knows this because of some property F that the barn has and

a facsimile of a barn does not have. There is no need to include the causal relation

between a belief and the object in the definition, but only to regard the counte rfactual

dependence ofbeliefs on the obiect.



A supporter of Nozick's theory does not have to hold on to a causal account. In fact, a

reliabilist theory that regards the counterfactual dependence of beliefs on the object of

perception as the third condition of a defrnition of knowledge might not be committed to

a causal theory. This is obvious in the case of Nozick's theory, and it can be considered

as an improvement of reliabilism, which freed itself from the demanding commitment to

the specific account of the causal theory. This commitment is essentially related to

reliabilist definitions such as the definitions given in (Goldman 1967) and in (Goldman

I916).In (Goldman 1976) this commitment is not as obvious as in (Gotdman 1967) but

by introducing the notion of a percept (as an element of the causal relation between a

belief and the object) within the conditions of the definition, Goldman tightly connects

the notion of knowledge with the account of causality.

Still, in one way both the commitment of reliabilism to the causal theory and the

commitment to the counterfactual dependence of beliefs on the object of perception have

the same role. The common background of both commitments is, in fact, the assumed

specific place of a cognizer in the process of cognition. The cognizer is treated as a

passive subject that is affected by the object, and through this process the cognizer's true

belief about the object somehow becomes knowledge. According to a reliabilist theory

committed to the causal account: if there is a causal connection between the object and

the subject, and if the subject has a true belief aboutthe object, then S knows that p; and

according to a theory committed to the counterfactual condition: if a true belief emerges

in the cognizer, and if a false belief would not have emerged in a relevant counterfactual

situation, then S knows fhat p. The former theory treats the cognizer as a receiver of



information that is regarded as knowledge due to its being properly connected with the

object, whereas the latter asks for the objective and outer (i.e., independent from the

cognizer's other beliefs and his will) norm of knowledge in the form of counterfactual

dependence of beliefs about the object on the object itself. In both cases, what determines

whether or not a true belief is knowledge is detached from the cognizer's influence. In

case of the first theory the belief might be connected with the object (i.e. S might know

that p), and according to the second theory the belief could be true in the counterfactual

situation (i. e. S might know that p) - regardless of what the cognizer thinks or does about

it. The background of both concepts is the same: the passivity of the cognizer in the

process that leads to knowledge. The counterfactual dependence of beliefs on the objects

is the qualitative step forward that enabled reliabilist theory to deal with many problems

that would have hardly been solved with the causal theories such as the one given in

(Goldman 1967). Despite the improvements introduced in the renewed reliabilist theories,

the passive cognizer that constitutes the typical framework of the causal theory of

cognition still forms the ground of the renewed theories. What started as the notion of a

causal connection, in the first versions of reliabilism, continued as a more general relation

between the subject and the object - but the fundamental point remains: a cognizer gains

knowledge thanks to the specific nature of the relation between him and the object about

which he acquires the true belief. The acceptance of the assumption introduced by the

traditional causal theory which treats the cognizer as the passive subject of psycho-

physiological processes has been improved and given in a more general sense in

reliabilist theories such as Nozick's theory. Nevertheless, the causal theory introduces a

concept of cognition according to which a cognizer is just a passive perceiver and this

10



concept has been preserved through the whole, even though short history of development

of reliabilism.

That belieÊforming/sustaining mechanisms are beyond the control of the cognizer is

the starting point of any externalist attack against internalism Ralph Baergen (1995,

p.24) considers the claim that beliefs are under control of the will of a cognizer both as

the essence and as the major flaw of the internalist concept. In his analysis of knowledge

the internalist uses phrases such as 'The cognizer ought to ...' or 'The cognizer cannot be

held responsible for this because...' as if the cognizer should be praised or blamed for

certain cognitive actions. Furthermore, if the cognizer'ought to...' do something about

his belief then this implies that he'can ...' do something about his beliefs. According to

the internalist, the cognizer knows if and only if he satisfies certain conditions of

epistemically responsible behaviour. Baergen refers to this conception as the

deontological conception of justification (and knowledge), since it treats cognition by

means of certain rules. The internalist regards the cognizer's behavior as relevant to the

justification of a belief, therefore, whether or not the cognizer should accept a belief (i.e.,

whether or not he will believe that p) depends on the background beliefs that canjustify

the belief. He can believe something without a reason; but this is not a case of

knowledge, since the cognizer does not behave in an epistemically responsible way. If he

acts responsibly then he will not accept the belief in this sort of situation. The internalist

assumes that the voluntary actions of the cognizer are relevant to his beliefs and

knowledge. According to Baergen, however, if we take into account the psychological

facts regarding cognition, which show that we do not choose whether or not to believe

11



that p ("I cannot refrain from believing that there is an external world, that there are

books here, or any of those sorts of things." (Baergen 1995, p.26)), then it is obvious that

the internalist's view is unacceptable. A belief is produced by a certain mechanism: we

believe it or we do not believe it in virtue of this mechanism. and hence on Baersen's

view the cognizer is not responsible for his own knowledge.

It sounds convincing that the cognizer has little if any control over beliefs that form

in his mind, and that any theory of knowledge cannot be plausible if it grounds itself on

the mistaken assumption that he does have such control. Baergen suggests that we

entirely abandon the internalist concept and stick to externalism as the only plausible

approach to the analysis of knowledge. The cognizer is not an active element in a belieÊ

forming process, and therefore his actions are not relevant to the question whether or not

his true belief is knowledge. But is this the whole truth about the way that beliefs are

formed and about the role that the cognizer plays in the formation of true belief that can

be regarded as knowledge? When Baergen talks about the formation of belief and about

the cognizer believing that p, he refers to the relation between the object and the cognizer

- here, we have to admit, acts of will of a cognizer have little role to play. yet there is

another part of the belief-forming process, namely the cognizer's decision whether or not

to make use of a reliable process, that directly influences the epistemic status of the

belief A belief can be produced by means of a reliable process, but the cognizer can

refrain from using it (by isolating it from the rest of his psychological net), which would

not happen if he were not doubting the truth of the belief. I will develop this conception

andtry to show thatBaergen's argument against internalism is incorrect. at least in the

T2



sense that a cognizer' s decision to make use of a reliable process is capable of changing

the epistemic status of the belief. If the cognizer does not make use of a reliable process

that produces true belief then he isolates the belief from the rest of his cognitive

apparatus. Therefore, this belief does not have the same epistemic status as it would have

had if it had been included in the cognitive net by S's decision. I will do this in the

section. After the examination of the relevant alternatives account as a core of the

reliabilist concept and after we examine what the internalist concept exactly consists of

and what the crucial differences with the externalist view are (section 2.3),I will come

back to Baergen's argument in a way that is sketched above.

2.2 The relevant alternøtíves øccount and the belief-forming process

The reliabilist theory considers the relation between the cognizer and the object as

essential for knowledge and the justification of a belief. The causal process, that goes

from the object through the perceptual mechanism of the cognizer to the production of a

belief, is the process that is the source of knowledge. If it is a reliable process, that is, if
the process produces a true belief in the actual situation and would not produce a false

belief in relevant counterfactual situations, then it enables S to have knowledge This

cognitive process goes on even if the cognizer is not aware of it. This is a very important

point in the reliabilist theory for one reason. It explains some specific examples of

cognition in which a cognizer is not aware of how is he able to know something. For

example, S can distinguish between twin sisters without realizing what property it is by

means of which he properly distinguishes between them. Cases of this kind are

l3



emphasized in reliabilist argumentation because they prove the main point of

externalism. that S knows independently of his internal rule-guided actions that are,

according to internalism, supposed to justify a belief and provide knowledge. S is just

affected by the object, and due to the specific nature ofthis causal process that goes from

the object to his brain, he is able to know.

What does it mean on the reliabilist account to say that S perceptually and non-

inferentially knows that a book is red? It means that the process M that starts as a stream

of photons from the surface of the boo( runs into the neural system of S and produces a

true belief 'that the book is red' in S's brain, and would not produce the same belief if

the book were not red. Also, the cognizer's role is to accept this stream of photons by

opening his eyes and staring at the book, which is, according to the reliabilist

explanation, a sufficient action on the part of a cognizer to make use of a reliable process.

The nature of the reliable mechanism does the job of producing knowledge about the

book and distinguishing it from books of other colours. It is the structure of the

perceptual mechanism that produces a true belief and that would not produce false beliefs

in relevant counterfactual situations. The cognizer is a passive subject who is affected by

the object in the specific way that enables him to distinguish properly and enables him to

know. Goldman's example with twin sisters is very illustrative in this sense. A cognizer

distinguishes between the twin sisters by means of the property F but he does not know

that he distinguishes by means of the property F. When one of the twin sisters, namely

Trudy, is in front of him he knows that exactly this sister is in front of him and not the

other one, namely Judy, because if it were Judy in front of him he would not have the

L4



false belief that Trudy is in front of him. Trudy does have a mole on her neck, whereas

Judy does not, and this mole is the property F by means of which S distinguishes between

them, but he is not aware of this fact and he does not have to be aware of it in order to

distinguish properly between the sisters. In other words, he does not need to make any

further step toward the awareness of the property F in order to know. He does not have to

make any further inference from the belief that the girt in front of him is Trudy in order to

justify the true belief, because the true belief that the girl he is looking at is Trudy, is

already established as knowledge by the reliability of the process which produces the true

belief (i e by the specific property of the cognitive process that produces the true belief

in the actual situation and that would produce a true belief in relevant counterfactual

situations).

The account of relevant alternatives is essential forthe reliabilist concept. The relevant

alternatives account is based on the ontology of possible worlds, where a relevant

alternative situation is just a close possible world slightly different from the actual world.

The alternative epistemic situation is situated in a close possible world and the production

of the belief in the close possible world is the issue with which an additional condition of

the reliabilist definition of knowledge is concerned. In otherwords, if in a close possible

world S were looking at O' instead at O (e.g. if S is looking at a facsimile of a barn and

not at the real barn) and if S would not have a false belief that the object is O, then S

knows that p (or in the barn example: if S would believe that the object in the possible

world is a real barn then S does not know). However, the problematic part is the

relevance of the alternative situation. In the case of twin sisters it is obvious what a

l5



relevant alternative situation is: if in the actual world two sisters exist and only one

property differentiates them, then a relevant alternative situation to the actual situation in

which S looks at Trudy is obviously the situation in which S looks at Judy. But this

example, as well as other examples that are created by the authors who defend a

reliabilist defrnition of knowledge, are constructed in a way that aims to deal with the

cases of the Gettier kind. When S is looking at a real barn, and all over the field are

facsimiles of barns, then a relevant alternative situation is the situation in which S is

looking at a facsimile of a barn. However, we have to be really careful to distinguish

between this case and more ordinary cases when S is looking at a real barn which is

surrounded by real barns and not by the facsimiles of barns. A relevant alternative

situation for the case without the facsimiles is not a situation of S looking at a real barn

but, let's say, of S looking at some other building that is usually situated in the field. If he

would distinguish between the barn and this building in the alternative situation, then he

knows in the actual situation that there is a barn is in front of him. In more ordinary cases

it is even easier to find out what a relevant alternative situation is. If S is looking at an

apple, then he knows that it is a real apple i[ and only if, in the alternative situation of

looking at apeach and would not believe of the peach thatit was an apple The point is

that even in non-Gettier cases (as well as in cases such as the barn case) there are relevant

alternative situations in which S's perceptual mechanism would not produce a false

belief, and because of those alternatives we can say that S knows. These non-Gettier

cases are simpler than cases such as the case of twin sisters and the barn case; but still,

when we apply the reliabilist definition of knowledge to any case of cognition, the

relevant alternatives of the close possible worlds are needed for S to know that p. It
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seems that the authors who introduce the reliabilist approach to knowledge are nor

inclined to take into account this fact. If S's knowledge in the complex cases such as the

barn case and the twin sisters case consists of distinguishing between the objects in the

actual and relevant alternative situations, then the counterfactual dependence is of

essential importance even for the simplest cases of knowledge. We have to bear this in

mind when we approach the analysis of the various cases of cognition in order to support

the main line of argument regarding the cognizer's decision to make use of a reliable

process.o

Goldman in (1986) introduced the third version of his reliabilist view. This theory

considers reliability as a tendency of the belieÊforming process to produce a high ratio of

true beliefs (Goldman 1986, p.26), aiming to define reliability in more general sense. Any

cognitive process that produces more frequently true than false beliefs is a reliable

process. This def,rnition seems to generalize the notion of reliabilism introduced in

various reliabilist theories. A belieÊforming process that has the property of being

reliable in the above-mentioned sense is a reliable cognitive process. Goldman insists that

this property is dispositional and that reliability is more a matter of propensity than of

frequency of the production of true beliefs.

The dispositional character of a reliable process means that the property of being

reliable does not only refer to the actual world but also to close possible worlds. So the

process is reliable if it is disposed to produce more true beliefs than false ones in the

close possible worlds. In other words, the process is reliable iff: if the cognizer were

a See section 3.2.
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perceiving the object in a close possible world, it is highly likely that the process would

produce a true belief about the object. The relevant alternatives account deals with close

possible worlds in which, presumably, the cognizer does not have a false belief about the

object and therefore knows that p. There is no essential difference between the

probabilistic and relevant alternatives approaches, since both of them regard the possible

cognitive situations of the cognizer as the test for the reliability of the cognitive process

(which is the main point relevantto our issue).

Let's consider the following case that illustrates the significant differences in the way

the two approaches treat knowledge. Assume that (in the actual world) S believes that p

and it is true that p According to the probabilistic criteria S knows that p iff his

mechanism produces more true beliefs than false ones. But if in the closest possible

world wl p is not the case and S does believe that p, then, according to the definition, S

may still know, whereas according to (Goldman 1976) or Qrlozick 19g0) S does not

know, because the third condition is not satisfied. In the theory given in (Goldman 19g6),

Goldman aims to make room for the cognizer to be justified in case of having a false

belief, and thus S knows in the case we are considering. According to the probabilistic

account of knowledge, a reliable process produces more true than false beliefs in close

possible worlds, so the cognizer in the above-mentioned case can know that p in the

actual world even if the process produces a false belief in some of the nearby possible

worlds including the nearest world where p is false. Aithough this way of treating the

case may be regarded as an advance upon Goldman's latest theory, it is irrelevant to the

issues that we are concerned with. In conclusion, taking into account the common ground
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of the two approaches, I will deal with the relevant alternatives account and definitions of

knowledge given in (Goldman 1976) and (lt{ozick 1980), believing that the probabilistic

version of the definition cannot accomplish anything qualitatively new in the analysis of

knowledse.

The concept given by the reliabilist theories seems very plausible, especially when it is

represented by cases such as the twin sisters case and the barn case. It is not clear whether

or not internalism can deal with such cases at all, and why the internalist insists that the

justification of a belief and knowledge require some additional processes in the

cognizer's mind that are not apart of the cognitive, causal process that goes on between

the object and subject. The internalist claims that a cognizer has to follow some epistemic

rules in order to know that p. Perhaps in claiming this the internalist insists on a kind of

justification that is different from the justification that the externalist deals with, and does

not describe the same kind ofjustification with which the externalist is concerned. Let us

trv to clarifv this issue.

2.3 Internølism and epistemic responsibility

Since Plato's dialogue Theaetetus (Plato) it has been widely accepted among

philosophers that there is a specific insight that enables S to know that p. In other words,

if S fulfils some conditions of epistemic justification then he knows that p. There is a set

of epistemic principles in accordance with which S has to acquire a belief in order to
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know that p.If he follows these epistemic principles ofjustification they will lead him to

knowledge. The justification of beliefs and knowledge is dependent on the cognizer's

cognitive behaviour and is not essentially connected with the causal process which

produces a belief The internalist claims that there are some standards of epistemic

justif,rcation that lead to a true belief S does not necessarily come to the truth if he

follows these standards, but they are truth-conducive in principle, which means that other

factors such as the causal process that produces beliefs has to function properly; but the

justification of a belief is given by obeying the epistemic standards. The relation between

S and O is the process which cognition consists of, but justification requires more than

this simple connection. S has to believe something about O in order to know. but he has

to give or to be able to give reasons for this belief

For example, it is not enough that Socrates just chooses the right way to Athens in

order to say that he knows the right way to Athens. If he has never been on the crossroads

he is approaching, and if no one has ever told him which \¡/ay on the crossroads is the

right way to Athens, then he does not know the right way to Athens even if he guesses it

by chance. He has to be able to give some reasons for his choice (of the right way) in

order to know that the way he picked is the right way. As the reason for the belief that the

way he picked is the right way he can offer the claim that he already went the right way

several times. Of course when he goes the right way he does not have to think about the

reason for his choice, but the reason has to be available and Socrates has to be able to

sive it.
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The internalist insists that being able to give the reasons for a belief is what

knowledge consists of. If S obeys the standards of epistemic justification, or in other

words, if S's cognitive behaviour is responsible, then S knows. Socrates decided to

believe that a certain way on the crossroads is the right way because there is reason to

believe that. He did not pick the way accidentally but responsibly (in accordance with his

previous experience) and this makes his belief about the right way justified. A belief is

acquired by the causal process that goes from O to S, and that produces the belief, but a

cognizer knows, and the belief is justified, only because he can give some reasons for

having the belief that he actually does have. His explanation may not have anything to do

with the causal process that produces the belief and so justification and knowledge are

not essentially dependent on it, as the externalist believes. Later on I will discuss cases of

knowledge in which it is obvious that the internalist view treats the process that produces

a belief and the justification of the resulting belief as separate processes, which totally

opposes the account ofjustification and knowledge given by the externalist.

There are several problems with the general picture regarding knowledge given by the

internalist. Firstly, it is not clear whether all the elements of the set of epistemic standards

ofjustiflrcation can be given; secondly, whether it is important for S to be aware that these

standards are sufftcient conditions for knowledge in order to know that p. According to

one well-known internalist (BonJour 1985) there are two questions that have to be treated

separately: the question of a cognizer's responsible acquiring of a belief which produces

justification, and the question about the standards that S has to obey in order to acquire a

justiflred belief and to know that p. Though the externalist insists that the lack of a list of
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epistemic justification standards proves the implausibility of internalism, the internalist

argues that even if the list cannot be given these standards still exist. The externalist

argument regarding the list of epistemic standards which aims to disqualify the internalist

theory is not convincing, because if to have knowledge means to follow some epistemic

standards then it does not necessarily follow that the difflrculty of finding the precise list

of standards undermines this account of knowledge. Perhaps epistemologists will never

be able to find out the list of epistemic standards for the justification of beliefs, but

people would still have knowledge, thanks to these standards and to their responsible

cognitive behaviour. So, we can put aside this question about the list of the standards of

epistemic justification in order to focus our attention on the internalist account of

justification as the responsible behaviour of a cognizer, and on the general nature of

epistemic standards. For our purpose the second dilemma regarding S's awareness of the

standards and the rehearsing of the inference is much more interesting.

What is cognitively responsible behaviour? Presumably, it is the acquiring of a belief

on the part of a cognizer for which S could give some reasons. Consider the case in which

S is looking at an object O and believes that the object is his dog. He believes that O is

the dog and if asked, "Why do you believe that the o is your dog?,, he would say, ,.I

believe that the object is my dog because it is of the same colour and shape as my dog."

Of course S could have been wrong and confused his dog with the dog of his neighbour

that he has never seen before, but still he acts responsibly. On the other hand, if he were

to say "The object is my dog" in a case of limited visibility, when it is very dark and only

the rough shape of the object can be seen, even if the object is his dog he would not know
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that it is his dog because he is only guessing that it is his dog. A true belief is acquired

but it is not supported by any sufficient reasons, and if S were responsible in the

acquiring of the belief he would not claim that the object is his dog. However, it is hard to

say precisely what reasons are supposed to be relevant in various cases of cognition. For

example, the object in the dark which S believes is his dog could be in the usual position

of his dog that S has experienced hundreds of times before. If this time it is a bag instead

of the dog then, though S does have a false belief we cannot say that his behaviour is

irresponsible. He aimed with his cognitive behaviour to acquire a justified true belief In

other words, he had good reason to believe that the object is the dog. Even if he is

mistaken about the object he still acts as a responsible cognizer. He does not have

knowledge that p but he acts responsibly regarding the belief that he acquires. S can have

a false belief, giving some reasons for itthat would count as sufficient reason for having

knowledge if the belief were true. This is the point that internalism emphasizes: the

justification can be provided only by the reasons that a cognizer is able to give for the

true belief he acquired. The general standard of epistemic responsibility is the intention of

a cognizet to acquire a true belief and to act in a truth-conducive way. The other

standards follow from this general principle and depend on the circumstances of a

particular case of cognition. The principle leads a cognizer to knowledge and he does not

have to be aware of it when he acquires a belief. Some inference to B from the cognizer's

other beliefs has to be possible, but this inference does not have to be rehearsed by S in

order for him to know that p. In other words, the cognizer has to be able to give the

reason why B is highly likely to be true. (BonJour 1995).
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If S does have reason to have a true belief B, then he knows that p - and this is exactly

the point which the externalist would abandon. According to the externalist the specific

nature of a cognitive process that produces B is the source of knowledge and not a reason

that S might or might not possess. The externalist could say that having a good reason for

a belief satisfies the suff,rcient condition for a reliable belief-forming process, that is, if S

has good a reason for a belief that p then according to externalist criteria S knows that p.

It seems, however, that there is no externalist who would accept this solution. To

acknowledge a reliable process that consists of having a good reason for a belief would

only be to concede a disguised internalist victory; maybe having a good reason for a

belief fltts some externalist conditions, but what actually constitutes knowledge is

justification which S provides for a true belief. The externalist demands a more radical

meaning of the term 'external justification': knowledge consists of the specific nature of

a relation between the object and the cogrúzer, and there is little room here for reasons for

a belief to constitute knowledge. Even if the externalist accepts this proposal (Goldman

1986) he will emphasize that a good reason for a belief per se does not constitute

knowledge, but that the reliability of the process actually constitutes knowledge; a true

belief that is treated as knowledge has to be a product of the process that produces more

true beliefs (i.e. true beliefs provided with good reasons) than false beliefs - and what

this reliable process consists of is not a question of essential importance for a defrnition

of knowledse.

The externalist defrnes knowledge as the result of a process that produces a belief in

the cognizer's mind in a particular manner. When S looks atthe real barn in the field full
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of facsimiles of barns and believes that the object is a barn, but nevertheless his

perceptual mechanism does not take into account the F that differentiates a real barn from

facsimiles, then S does not know. The belief is produced by the perceptual mechanism

that goes from the barn and produces a true belief, but the perceptual mechanism is not

sensitive to the difference between the objects to an extent that is sufficient for

knowledge. In other words, the perceptual mechanism is not reliable in this context, and

therefore S does not know. The internalist emphasizes that the perceptual mechanism

produces a belief, but it cannot provide knowledge because justification of a belief is

something that belongs to the cognizer, and the acquiring of knowledge is something that

the cognizer's behaviour influences, as we saw it in the case of the dog and his owner. Is

it the same kind ofjustification and knowledge which is being described by the internalist

and externalist theories?

Let us consider the Socrates case. Suppose that Socrates is a sleepwalker who

sometimes, while sleeping, comes to the crossroads and correctly picks the way to

Athens. On one side, the externalist would say that this is a case of knowledge because,

despite the fact that he is sleeping, Socrates would not pick the wrong \¡/ay to Athens in a

ciose possible world even if the wrong way was the same as the way that Socrates

correctly picked as the appropriate way in the actual world (e.g., if the way on the left is

the way to Athens in the actual world, and if the way on the left side was not the way to

Athens in a close possible world, then Socrates would not pick the left one in the close

possible world). The reliable process, no matter what its structure is, leads Socrates to the

right way. His choice of the way to go is knowledge, since his choice in the
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counterfactual situation would also be appropriate (i e. his belief about the way he is

supposed to go would be appropriate in the counterfactual situation) On the other hand,

the internalist would deny that Socrates knows the right way to Athens because he is not

able to give any reasons for his belief (he is sleepingl) and the question is even whether

he does have a belief about the road to Athens at all. However, it is easy to show that

Socrates might believe that the way he goes is the right way to Athens because it is not

very plausible to claim that people do not have any beliefs when they are sleeping. I

believe that the Earth is round even while I am sleeping despite the fact that I am not able

to state this belief. Socrates can believe that the way he goes is the way to Athens despite

the fact that he is sleeping, but it is not as clear whether he can give a reason for his

belief It seems that according to the internalist, a cognizer has to be aware of the

cognitive situation in order to know. Socrates does not have to rehearse the process that

justifies the belief but what would be a reason that the Socrates sleepwalker would give

for the belief if asked? When the owner of the dog looks at the faintly lit object he

decides, guided by some reasons, whether or not he believes that the object is his dog.

The sleepwalking Socrates hardly decides anything, he only mechanically goes the way

he goes - for the internalist this does not seem to be a case of knowledge, whereas for the

externalist Socrates knows that the way he goes is the right way to Athens. This is the

point at which the internalist and externalist do not share even common intuitions about

knowledge, and consequently they do not share the same accounts of knowledge. The

externalist will consider knowledge to be the ability of the doors to recognize whether

someone or something is in front of them by the photocell (Goldman 1976, p.64),

whereas the internalist demands that a cognizer be able to give the inferential iustification
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for his belief Why are these two accounts so different, and is it the case that both the

internalist and externalist overlook something in the cognitive process? Let us consider

more borderline cases of perception in order to compare these two accounts.

3.1 Inter nalís m v ers us exter nalis m - claírvoy anc e cøs es

It is very useful to test the plausibility of a theory on cases that are far away from the

usual and "normal" cases that the theory is supposed to explain. In cases of cognition, the

most unusual cases are extrasensory perception or clairvoyance cases. The attempt to

illustrate and even to prove something regarding knowledge with cases of this kind can

look very unusual and intellectually too risky to the reader who is not familiar with

epistemological inquiries. As a matter of fact, to involve cases of clairvoyance in the

discussion about knowledge is a very smart and good tactical move against externalism.

Perhaps the strongest argument against externalism is BonJour's presentation of these

cases (BonJour 1985, p.37). His critique strikes the weakest point of the reliabilist

definition: the claim that background beliefs and inference are not relevant for

knowledge. Though it is not proven that people have ESP, there have been serious

investigations of this phenomenon, which indicate that it might be the case that ESp is

possible. However, if the examples that are aiming to disqualify the externalist account of

knowledge can prove the plausibility of the internalist concept, then the actual existence

of ESP is not relevant for the plausibility of the cases and for the points they are proving.
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Suppose that S has the ability of clairvoyance and that he can guesst when the president

of the USA is flying in his airplane. When the president is on his way in the airplane then

S somehow has a belief that the president is in the airplane. There is a certain connection

between the president, or more precisely between the president's position in space, and S.

The nature of the connection is a mystery for scientific investigations, and people can

argue whether or not the belief of the clairvoyant and the president's location are causally

connected, but still S's beliefs are counterfactually dependent on the president's location.

when the president is in the airplane then S has the belief that the president is in the

airplane, and if the president were not in his airplane then S would not believe that the

president is in the airplane. It seems that all conditions of the reliabilist definition are

satisfied in this case and consequently that S knows that the president is in the airplane.

The production of a true belief and the appearance of the object are counterfactually

dependent, and that is all that the reliabilist requires in order for S to know that p.

However, this case becomes more problematic if we notice that to have a belief is not a

simple causal physiological process detached from the cognizer's other beliefs.

A clairvoyant cognizer can have a belief Bl relevant to the belief about the president's

position (B). Every time B emerges in his brain he can be convinced that the president is

in his airplane but also, he can just avoid thinking about it and be convinced that

something is wrong with his mind. If S I is convinced that the president is in the airplane

at the moment when the belief about this fact shows up in his mind, and if he is

convinced afterwards that the president really was in his airplane atthattime (S1 read in

the newspaper that the president was flying at the time he had the belief), then his belief

t Whether S guesses or knows is precisely what the following analysis is concerned with discovering!
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will not have the same status as the belief of a cognizer 52, if 52 apart from the beliefs

about the president's position has beliefs about the Queen Elizabeth's position (whether

or not she is flying in an airplane) that are proven to be wrong S 1 believes that his belief

B is true (we will call this background belief Bl) whereas 52 believes that B is wrong.

According to the reliabilist definition, both cases should be cases of reliable cognitive

processes because both Sl and 32 believe that the president is in the airplane, the

president is in the airplane and if he were not in the airplane, they would not have the

same belief. But when B emerges in the mind of S1, he is convinced that the president is

in the airplane, whereas when B emerges in the mind of 52 he denies this belief and does

not believe thatit is true. Sl believes that B is true whereas 52 believes that B is only an

accidental thought that does not match any actual situation and that this thought is not a

true belief. In other words, 52 does not know because B I discourages him from believing

B. In other words, S refrains from making use of a reliable process and B. His

background beliefs influence the epistemic status of B. Although every time the president

flies on his airplane, B emerges in the mind of 52, and the same belief does not emerge if
the president is not in his airplane, 52 does not find it appropriate to have B because of

his background beliefs.6

This example is aiming to undercut the plausibility of the reliabilist definition and the

externalist approach to knowledge in general. I think the example is not effective in this

u We have to be very cautious here, since it is not clear in case of the belief B what exactly it means to say
that S believes that p, and this can be decisive for the way we treat this case. Accordhg to the reliabilist, S
having B in the way he has it (i.e. as produced by a reliable process), is supposed to provide knowledge ttratp (i.e., the counterfactual condition is satisfied). Therefore the ctaim that 52 simpþ does not have B, does
not explain the lack of knowledge in this case. For there is a qualitative difference between the lack of
knowledge of 52 and a person who never gets B every time the president is in his aþlane. It is more
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particular sense. It shows that the internalist point about the background beliefs and

inference has to be taken into account, but it does not discredit the reliabilist definition. A

problem of regressus adinfinitum emerges in the internalist's attempt to show why S1

knows that p The internalist can say that S t has reasons to believe that p and

consequently that he knows that p. S 1 makes an inductive inference from his past beliefs

about the president's positions, which have proven to be true, to the truth of the present

belief. The problem is that this kind ofjustification leads to an infinite regress. If there is

a set of past beliefs regarding the president's previous positions in space that justifies the

present true belief, then each of these beliefs has to be proven as true, that is, each of the

beliefs which justify B has to be justif,red. Only justified beliefs can lead to the

justification of the present belief. But, this obviously leads to the infinite regress problem

and to the discussion of where the regress can stop7. On the other side, 52 does not

believe that p because he does not have any good reason to believe that p is true, and also

has a good reason (false beliefs about Queen Elizabeth's flights) not to believe that p.

From the internalist's viewpoint Sl knows because his belief is justified by the

background beliefs (that also have to be justified), and 52 does not know that p because

he does not have any good reason to believe thatp, and also does have a good reason not

to believe that p. It seems that, although the internalist concept shows that background

beliefs are essentially important for knowledge and it differentiates the cases of S 1 and

52 in this sense, it has to deal with the problem of regressus ad infinitum of jvstification

ofbackground beliefs. According to the internalist, we can say that S1 knows because of

appropriate to say that 52 still believes B but due to background beliefs such as B1 he does not use tlús
þ{:f (. g to inform someone that the president is in the airptane).
' This does not mean tiat there is no solution to the problemof inñnite regress ofjustified beliefs, but I,ll
try to give an account of internalism about knowledgethatavoids dealing with thii problem.
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the justification by the background beliefs about the president's position, but this leads to

regressus ad infinitum, whereas the externalist does not recognize any difference between

two clairvoyants S1 and 52.

Ithink that a different approach is needed in this case in order to avoid the problems of

the internalist explanation of justification as well as the lack of distinction between S1

and 52 on the part of the externalist. The connection between the subject and object

makes the belief true or false. Even if the nature of the connection between S and the

president's position is not known, still whether the belief that S acquires is true or false

depends on the actual position of the president. But more than this, belief emerges only if

the president is in the airplane. The counterfactual dependence of the belief on the

position of the airplane is the aspect that the internalist might attack in the case, arguing

that if the cognizer does not have a good reason to believe that the president is in the

airplane then he will not know that the president is in the airplane despite the reliable

process that leads to the true belief about the object. In the case of a cognizer 52 it is

obvious why he does not believe that p but in the case of S1, according to the internalist

analysis, it is not clear why 51 should be said to know that B. If Sl does not have any

reason to have a true belief then it is only accidentally that he does have a true belief.

The internalist interpretation of the externalist attempt to explain these cases would be

the following: the reliabilist condition cannot be either a sufficient or necessary condition

for knowledge because S's background beliefs always determine whether or not S knows.

If the background beliefs determine whether S knows then the connection between S and
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O and the mechanism that goes from O to S are not relevant to knowledge. They are

relevant for the cognitive process and for the production of beliefs but not for their

justification. Whether S knows that the president is in the airplane does not depend on the

nature of the connection between the president's position and S - only the truth of the

belief depends on it - but on the reasons that S can offer for the belief he acquired.

However, do the reasons for a belief have something to do with the process of cognition?

The internalist thinks not, at least not with respect to the justification of belief and

knowledge. It seems that he is wrong. S 1 knows because he does have a true belief that is

acquired by a reliable process and what differentiates him from 52 is not the reason that

he can give as the justification of his true belief, but his decision to rely on the perceptual

(or extraperceptual) mechanism that produces the true belief. S1 acts responsibly but 52

acts responsibly too. The result of their responsibility is different - Sl knows whereas 52

does not believe that p - but S1 knows because he made a decision to rely on the

mechanism that produces the true belief. The background beliefs (such as a belief that the

previous beliefs about the president's position were true) cause the decision of S1 to rely

on the extrasensory cognitive process, but if this process were not reliable then he would

not know that p. If the process on which he relies is not a reliable process then it is not

possible that S knows. The good reasons to believe B lead him to the decision to make a

use of the reliable process and do not actually provide the knowledge. The bare reasons

without the reliable process and the true belief in addition, are not sufficient for

knowledge and the reasons for the true belief that S can give are not a condition of

knowledge if they do not lead to the decision of S to make use of the reliable process.
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Goldman gives a response to BonJour's objections in (Goldman 1986). He aims to

undermine the plausibility of BonJour's strongest case, the case of Norman. Norman is a

perfectly reliable clairvoyant about certain things, but he does not have any pro or con

evidence of his clairvoyant ability (i.e., he has never checked whether his unusual beliefs

about president's position are true or not). In other words, his background belief B1 ("I

believe that there is no such thing as clairvoyant power.") is not justified. Still he believes

that the president is in the airplanes and actually the president is in the airplane. Does

Norman know that the president is in the airplane? According to the externalist definition,

BonJour argues, Norman knows because his belief is produced by a reliable process -
which is an irrational conclusion of externalism. So, the externalist cannot avoid claiming

that Norman knows. "Aren't there still suffrcient grounds for a charge of subjective

irationality to prevent Norman from being epistemically justified?" (BonJour 1980,

p.4l). This objection BonJour names as a major objection to externalism. However,

Goldman attempts to show that Bl is not unjustified as BonJour on the contrary is

claiming. Norman "ought to reason along the following lines" (Goldman 1986, p 112)

since presumably he is epistemically responsible cognizer. " 'If I had clairvoyant power I

would surely find some evidence for this.' " or in other words, his belief that he has a

clairvoyant power would be justified. "I would find myself believing things in otherwise

inexplicable v/ays, and when these things were checked by other reliable processes, they

would usually check out positively. Since I lack any such signs, I apparently do not

possess reliable clairvoyant processes."', or in other words, since he does not have any

evidence that he is a clairvoyant he should not believe that he is clairvoyant. The last

statement is the justification of Bl, justification ex qnte, as Goldman calls it. In other

8 The president is in New York in the original case as given by BonJour.
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words, given Norman's actual cognitive state he would be justified ex ante in believing

that he does not have any clairvoyant power, and since B 1 is justified, it actually

undermines B. (According to Goldman's definition (1986, p.63) if S's actual cognitive

state undermines the belief that p then S does not know that p. The cognizer obeys a

certain set of epistemic rules, therefore, he is justified in claiming that p, but if there is a

belief that does not fit these rules then this belief undermines the main belief. The ex

antel<tnd ofjustiflrcation is supposed to deal with beliefs that S does not actually have.

Norman does not actually believe that he does not have any clairvoyant power (which

would be "irrational" for Norman to believe according to BonJour) but if he believed this,

he would have been justified in believing it. The background belief B1 undermines B,

therefore Norman does not know.)

'We 
can give an alternative explanation of the case. Norman does not know because

the cognizer did not make use of a reliable process. He does not decide to make use of the

reliable process since there is no reason that would cause this decision. Actually, B

emerges in his mind but he is indifferent to it since he does not have any reason to

consider it as a true belief about something real in the world. Norman, being

overwhelmed by the strength of the belief still believes that the president is in the

airplane, but the belief is isolated from the cognitive net since Norman does not make use

of the available reliable process. If he was convinced that he had some clairvoyant power,

then he would decide to make use of a reliable process and he would know. This

explanation is along the same lines as Goldman's, and both explanations seem to make

concessions to the internalist's view regarding the role ofjustification.
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The cognizer S I does know that the president is in the airplane because he believes that

the president is in the airplane, the president is in the airplane, if the president were not in

the airplane S would not believe that the president is in the airplane, and S1 decided to

make use of the reliable process that produces the true belief. The difference between Sl

and 52 is only that 52 did not decide to make use of a reliable process. If 52 decided to

make use of the reliable process then he would know that the president is in the airplane

since all the other conditions of knowledge are satisfied - in the counterfactual situation

his belief would not be false. This approach to the case avoids the problem of regressus

ød infinitum in the justification of B. B is not justified because of S I 's background beliefs

but because S1 made use of a reliable process. The background beliefs were only a reason

for 51 to make use of the process. Influenced by the previously tested beliefs about the

president's position he decided to rely on the cognitive process that produces the present

belief. Even if the background beliefs are present, without the reliable process that

produces a true belief S cannot know that p. The same background beliefs can justify

even a false belief but in that case S does not know.

There is still a question regarding S who has decided to make use of the reliable

process despite the lack of background beliefs that would justify his decision. rdoes the

decision to make use of the process have to be justified in order for S to know that p? An

answer to this question displays either the externalist or the internalist motivation. On one

hand, if the answer is: 'Yes, S knows even in this case.', then obviously, there is not

much room for an internalist demand for justification of a true belief as the crucial

condition for knowledge, and from this viewpoint it seems superfluous to include the
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cognizer's decision to make use of a reliable process in the definition of knowledge. On

the other hand, if the answer is. 'No, S does not know in this case.' then we claim that the

justiflrcation is what knowledge is actually all about - though there are some externalist

criteria relevant to knowledge, the justification is the highest condition that has to be

satisfied in order for S to know that p. Before we try to find a solution to this dilemma, let

us sketch the defìnition of knowledge which includes both the reliabilist and internalist

components.

3.2 The internal component of cognition, a relíøble process ønd background beliefs

Here is the definition:

1) S believes that p

2) It is true that p

3) If p were not true then S would not believe that p

4) S decides to make use of the reliable process that produces S's belief that p.

Of course the fourth condition has to be explained more thoroughly The internalist

component in the definition, given in the fourth condition, is not the idea of internalist

justification as providing reasons for a true belief that p, but the decision on the part of a

cognizet to rely on the cognitive process that produces the true belief. The background

beliefs in their diversity can influence the decision in many different \¡/ays, but the

necessary condition for knowledge is that S decides to make use of the process. The

relation between the decision and the background beliefs of S is not an essential part of a
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cognitive process, and it does not determine whether or not S knows that p. On one side,

there is the externalist component that explains the way that a true belief is produced as a

product of a reliable process - it explains what it means to have a true belief produced by

a reliable process. On the other side, the fourth condition deals with the use of the reliable

process and its product (i.e. true belief). These two components are both necessary

conditions for S to know that p but they belong to different areas of the psycho-

physiological mechanism. As we have already seen S can have a true belief that is

produced by the reliable mechanism, and still hesitate to include this belief within the net

of his own psychological activity. Remember the twin sisters example. S distinguishes

between Judy and Trudy in the actual situation and he would distinguish between them in

the relevant alternative situation. According to the conditions of the reliabilist defrnition

in this case S knows which of the two sisters is in front of him.

However, S's belief that Trudy is in front of him, which is produced by means of the

property F, can be influenced and even changed by some background beliefs. Suppose

that the sisters made an agreement to systematically deceive S in a way that whenever he

says'Hi Trudy!' or'Hi Judy!' the girl he greets tells him that she is the other one. So if

he says 'Hi Trudy!', looking at Trudy and being convinced that the girl in front of him is

Trudy, she will say 'You are wrong. I am Judy.' If he is deceived in this way for a certain

period, in the actual situation, when the girl in front of him is Trudy, he should have a

background belief that he does not know which girl is Trudy and which is Judy. He does

not know that he has been deceived and therefore he doubts his ability to distinguish

between them. He should not be convinced that he knows that the girl in front of him is
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Trudy as he would be convinced if he were not deceived by the sisters. The belief that the

girl in front of S is Trudy can be produced by the process that reliably produces true

beliefs about the twin sisters, thanks to the property F, and the product of this process is

the belief that the girl in front of him is Trudy. This is the part of the perception that S

cannot change. But what S can do is to refrain from using this reliable process for other

purposes and in addition, maybe try to clarify why he believes that the girl is Trudy with

phrases like 'It seems to me that the girl is Trudy' or 'It looks like this girl is Trudy'e. For

example, he will hesitate to say 'Hello Trudy' to the person in front of him (i e. to Trudy)

because she tells him that she is not Trudy. On the contrary, if he made the decision to

make use of the reliable process (for example in the situation where he is not deceived by

Trudy) then he would use this belief to say 'Hello Trudv!'.

But let's go back to the question we asked before we gave the defrnition: what if S's

decision to make use of a reliable process is not justified either with false or with true

background beliefs? I think that in this case the internalist demand for justification has to

be taken into account. The fourth condition deals with the act of will of the cognizer, and,

the first part is a sort of mechanical process beyond the cognizer's control. The decision

is always motivated by some kind of true or false background beliefs, and in case of lack

of any previous justification it would not be a decision but only a form of blind and

accidental use of the reliable process, and this can hardly be called knowledge. In other

words, there would be some use of the reliable process that S would make but there

would not be any real decision to make that use; therefore, we cannot say that the fourth

' These verbal differences in expression of the belief show us that the case where S claims 'I do not believe
that the girl is Trudy' is essentially di-fferent from the case in which S is saying 'rt seems to me that the grl
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condition is satisfied and consequently, we cannot say that S knows that p. We will come

back to this problem in the section 3.2 (p.53) and try to show why the unjustified decision

cannot be treated as a decision that leads to knowledge.

The background beliefs of a cognizer caî influence his present beliefs in various

ways. He can make various inferences from the background beliefs to the belief that is at

issue, and this can determine whether or not a belief is knowledse. We will consider this

with respect to the example of twin sisters.

The case of S is similar to the cognizer S1 in the clairvoyance case. S does not

believe that he knows that p because the background belief stops his decision to rely on

the cognitive process that produces the belief about the sisters. If S were not

systematically deceived he would rely on the process because his background beliefs

would not disqualify the plausibility of the belief - following the reactions of the sisters

he would be convinced that he is able to distinguish between them and therefore he

would rely on the cognitive process. When he tries to distinguish between them for the

first time he is following their reaction in order to support his belief about the sister in

front of him. The externalist overlooks this part of the cognitive process that is as

important as distinguishing by a property. After he does not get any signal from the

environment that indicates that his belief is not true, he decides to rely on the cognitive

process that reliably produces the true beliefs about sisters. But being systematically

deceived changes nothing in the reliability of the cognitive process - it still produces the

true belief - but it changes his decision to rely on the process. The first three conditions

is Trudy.' Or 'I must be wrong but the gùl looks like Judy.'
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are satisfied in this case, but the fourth is not satisfied and that is the reason that S does

not know that p. The background beliefs lead S to decide whether or not to rely on the

belief that was produced by the cognitive mechanism. If a good reason for the claim that

p is not the case can be inferred from the background beliefs then S will infer from it that

the present belief about the sister in front of him is not true. In other words, he will decide

that the mechanism that produces the belief 'the girl is Trudy' is not a reliable process.

However, the inference from the background beliefs alone is far from being a sufficient

condition for S to know that p. The background beliefs only encourage a cognizer to

make a use of a reliable process; they do not on their own justify the belief, If the

internalist's account were right then the case in which S gets a positive response to his

words'Hi Trudy!', would be a case ofjustified belief even if the process that produces

the belief is not reliable. So, if the sisters decide to deceive S in a way that every time he

says 'Hello Trudy' or 'Hello Judy' they behave as if he is right about the name of the

person in front of him even if he is wrong, then he will believe that the girl in front of

him is the one he names despite the lack of ability to distinguish between them by means

of F. The only difference that v/e can draw between an S who knows that p and an S who

does not know that p is the ability to distinguish between the sisters by means of the F.

The inference from the background beliefs can justify belief but does not provide

knowledge.

Taking into account that background beliefs do not provide knowledge, one might ask

whether the third condition alone is sufficient for S to know that p despite the fact that he

can be deceived. Knowledge is provided by a reliable process and not either by any
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background belief or by a decision of S - whether or not S is deceived and whether or not

he decides to make a use of a reliable process does not influence the reliability of the

process. In other words, if S were not deceived then he would know that p and therefore

the third condition is suffrcient for knowledge, and consequently the impact of

background beliefs is only a matter of accident and cannot be accounted as a condition

for S to know that p. But, is it the case that the third condition does not depend on

background beliefs? Consider the case of twin sisters but in slightly different

circumstances than in Goldman's version of it. S is able to distinguish between Trudy and

Judy because he believes that the girl in front of him is Trudy, the girl is Trudy and if the

girl were Judy he would not believe that it is Trudy. So the third condition is satisfied

because in the counterfactual situation the cognitive mechanism would not produce the

false belief about the girl. Now, there is a speaker that has a task to inform S if the girl

that he sees is Judy. If S is supposed to see Judy S would get the information about it in

advance. Also, for some reason S absolutely believes the speaker. In the actual situation,

S is looking at Trudy but if it was Judy instead of Trudy he would be informed and he

would have the true belief that the girl in front of him is Judy and not Trudy. The

speaker's presence eliminates the possibility of a false belief in the relevant alternative

situation and the counterfactual test becomes useless because S would satisfy the third

condition in any case. His background beliet that the speaker always tells the truth, will

prevent him having the false belief that the girl in the alternative situation is Trudy.

Obviously, the counterfactual test in this case does not do the job that it is supposed to do

according to the definition, because the counterfactual relation between the belief about

the object and the object itself does not determine whether or not S believes that p (the
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speaker's intervention makes S have a true belief regardless of the relation between him

and the object). Maybe we can regard a speaker as part of the reliable belieÊforming

process, but then the counterfactual test would not refer solely to the relation between a

belief and the object, which is what Goldman's definition (1976) insists on. Maybe the

reliabilist can answer that the F by means of which S is supposed to make the distinction

is the property of being properly identified by the speaker. But according to (Goldman

1976) we cannot say this since Goldman insists that the F is a non-relational property

(Goldman 1976, pp.54-56). The point of Goldman's analysis is that the process which

starts from the object and via a percept produces S's belief about the object (the belief

and the object are the elements of the counterfactual dependence - i.e. the items of the

third condition), and there is no room in this scheme for an element outside of the

subject-object relation, that can be taken into account in regard to knowled ge that p.

It can be argued that this problem emerges only if we adopt Goldman's version of

the reliabilist definition, but if we take into account the third condition as defined by

Nozick Q{ozick 1980) then the problem disappears, and it seems that this defrnition is the

best version of reliabilism among versions that deal with the relevant alternatives

account. Goldman includes a property F in the third condition: if S is able to distinguish

by means of F between Trudy and Judy in the relevant alternative situation, then he

knows. The issue of the third condition is the counterfactual dependence of a belief

produced by the cognitive process that distinguishes between objects by means of F. So,

the argument against our example with the speaker insists that the true belief that is

supposed to be knowledge has to be produced by the process which distinguishes
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between the objects by means of F and not by some independent, external source such as

the speaker. Nevertheless, if S is able to distinguish between Trudy and Judy and the

speaker would inform him if the girl in front of him were Judy, then still S certainly

passes the counterfactual test and it is not clear, taking into account only the third

condition of the defînition as proposed by Goldman, whether it passes the test because he

relies on the speaker's information or because he relies on the causal process that goes

from O to his brain. Furthermore, it could be the case that the speaker would not tell the

truth in the relevant alternative situation; he would tell S that the girl is Trudy if it were

Judy, and this would make S believe that the girl is Trudy. If this is the case then the third

condition is not satisfied because S believes the speaker. His background belief directly

influences the core of the third condition, namely, the counterfactual test. However, if we

separate the third condition from S's decision to rely on the reliable process then the

relevance of background beliefs becomes understandable. S does or does not decide to

make use of the reliable process and therefore, if the speaker would say 'It is Judy' in the

counterfactual situation then it would be a reason for S to make a use of the reliable

process and to believe that the girl is Judy, using F to distinguish between her and Trudy.

If the speaker would give the r¡/rong information regarding the girl in the counterfactual

situation then S would not believe that the girl is Judy even if his cognitive mechanism is

able to produce the true belief, because he would not rely on it. So taking into account

that the speaker might be a liar, in the actual situation, the girl in front of him is Trudy, he

believes that it is Trudy and if it were Judy he would not believe that the girl is Trudy.

Regarding the fourth condition, although the process is reliable S would not decide to

rely on it if the girl in front of him were Judy. It seems that for S to make use of a reliable
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process means that S accepts the belief produced by the reliable process in the actual

situation and that S would accept the belief produced by the same reliable process in the

counterfactual situation. I will later try to explain how the cognizer's decision is relevant

to the relevant alternative situation and not only to the actual situation. At the moment it

is important to realize that the cognizer's decision to make use of a reliable process is as

important for the knowledge as the process itself.

There are two parts of a cognitive process that are issues in the externalist and

internalist investigations of knowledge. The causal relation between a subject and object

is regarded in the reliabilist definition as the relation that provides knowledge, whereas a

cognizer's ability to give reasons regarding a belief produced by the causal process is

treated as a condition of knowledge by the internalist theory. Consequently, a defrnition

that deals with the causal process establishes conditions that take into account the

counterfactual dependence between beliefs and object or between a subject and object,

and the definition that deals with the inferential process in a cognizer's mind treats the

appropriateness of a cognizer's cognitive behaviour as a condition of knowledge. The

examples that are supposed to support the explanation of knowledge given by these

defrnitions deal with the cases that favour one of these accounts in that they describe only

the part of a cognitive process that is the issue of the definition. The twin sisters case or

the barn case are typical examples of cognition that the reliabilist needs in order to

support his own view. The lack of awareness of a cognizer that he uses F in order to

distinguish between the objects in the actual and a relevant alternative situation is the key

point of these examples. The internalist can hardly give any explanation of these cases as
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they are given by the externalists. However, the externalist interpretation overlooks some

aspects of a cognitive process even in cases like the barn case and the twin sisters case.

As we saw, in the twin sisters case the background beliefs can change S's decision to rely

on the cognitive process. In the analysis of the barn case it is very important to take into

account the environment in which a cognizer and the object are situated because the

relevant alternative situation depends entirely on it. Furthermore, the background beliefs

about the barn depend on the relevant alternative situation. If the field is full of facsimiles

of barns then the relevant alternative situation is the situation in which S looks at a

facsimile of a barn, otherwise the relevant alternative situation is the situation in which S

looks at some object that looks like a barn and which S might confuse with a barn.

According to the third condition of the definition we gave, to know is to make a

distinction between an object in the actual and in the relevant alternative situation. It is

obvious that in the case of the field full of real barns, a cognitive mechanism produces the

true belief about the object which S is looking at in all relevant alternative situations.

That is, S can distinguish between a real barn and other objects present in the field. He

does not have any background beliefs that can change his decision to make use of the

reliable process. However, if the field is full of facsimiles then S does not know that he is

lookine at abarnbecause the third condition of the definition is not satisfied.

Another possibility is the situation in which the field is full of facsimiles and in which S

is looking at one of them but still does not believe that he is looking at a facsimile of a

barn because he was told by a source that he considers to be reliable, that the field

through which he will drive is full of real barns and that there is no facsimile of a barn in
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the field. Even if he is able to distinguish between the real barn and a facsimile by means

of some property that discriminates between them (that is, if someone shows him the real

barn and the facsimile he will distinguish between them), we cannot say that he does

know that p (i.e., that the object is a real barn) because he does not believe that there are

no real barns in the field. His background belief, though false, forces him to make a

decision not to rely on the cognitive mechanism that would be a reliable process

otherwise. He can think of his ability to distinguish a real barn and a facsimile as an

illusion, especially because he is not aware which F distinguishes them. If he were not

having the false background belief he would know that he is looking at a facsimile of a

barn.

It is not relevant for the decision of S whether or not the background beliefs that

influence it are true or false. It is possible that a false belief encourages him to make use

of a reliable process and to know that p. For example, if the source he considers as

reliable informed him that there is only one facsimile of a barn whereas the truth is that

there is only one real barn in the field, and being able to distinguish between a real barn

and a facsimile (i e satisfying the third condition), he knows that the real barn which he

is looking at, is a real barn. If he was told by the source that all barns are fake he would

not believe that the barn he is looking at is a real barn and he might consider his ability to

distinguish between the objects to be an illusion. But the false belief that only one barn is

fake causes his decision to rely on his ability to distinguish between a real barn and

facsimiles. If he were looking at a facsimile he would know thatit is a facsimile, so he
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satisfies the third condition of the definition. He satisfies the fourth condition as well

relying on his ability to distinguish properly between the objects.

The diversity of relations between background beliefs and the belief that is the issue of

a justification process, as well as the truth value of background beliefs, are not relevant to

knowledge. It is a decision influenced by these beliefs, that is relevant to it. The idea

about internalism as the justification of a true belief by the inference from background

beliefs does not actually deal with the real cognitive process. It treats the justification of a

belief as something separated from the process that produces the belief and forms the

truth value of it. Therefore, a cognizer can make a proper justification even if the belief

that he is justifying by giving some reasons for it, is not a true belief. What matters,

according to internalism, for the justification of a belief is the nature of reasons that S is

giving. But according to our defrnition, only if a cognizer's background beliefs cause the

decision to make use of a reliable process does the cognizer know that p. The internal

component is a cognitive action, as giving reasons is, but it is directed to the causal

connection between a subject and object. S makes a good decision only if it leads to

knowledge - he cannot make an inappropriate decision and still satisfy required epistemic

standards as the internalist theory allows. If he makes a decision to rely on the process

that produces a belief that is supposed to be justified and if the process that produces the

belief is not reliable, then his decision to rely on it is not a responsible cognitive behavior.

The core of the defrnition is the third condition because there cannot be knowledge about

an object without counterfactual dependence of belief about the object. The ability to

distinguish between the actual situation and the relevant alternative situation provides a
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cognizer with the tool by which he can know that p. To make use of this tool is necessary

but it can be caused even bv some trivial and false reasons.

3.3 Learning, reliabílísm and interncùism

Now we will focus our attention on the case in which S is neither systematically

deceived by the environment nor has any false background beliefs that produce his

decision to rely on the cognitive process. I will try to show that reliabilism overlooks the

part of the cognitive process in which S starts using the reliable process and when the

decision whether to believe the information provided by a cognitive mechanism has not

vet been made.

The famous case of a chicken sexer, a man who distinguishes between male and female

chicks, is reestablished in Brandom (1998). Brandom supposes that a chicken sexer is

able to distinguish between male and female chicks using the olfactory sense without

knowing how he can do it. So, the man is working in a farm and new born chicks are

coming in a row to him, where he puts males in the box m and females in the boxl He

separates them properly, that is, male chicks are put in m and female chicks in I Our

intuition leads us to say that S knows what he is doing and that he knows which sex the

chick he grabs is. The reliabilist definition also states that S knows in this case because

all conditions of the definition are satisfied. There is no relevant alternative situation in

which M (a cognitive process) would produce a false belief about the chick. In the

situation when a male chick is in S's hands. the relevant alternative situation is the case in
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which a female is in his hands, and if he would not believe that it is a male then he knows

that in the actual situation he is looking at (or touches, or smells) a male chick. Similar to

the twin sisters case, where the relevant alternative case for Trudy in front of S is Judy, in

the case of chicks the relevant alternative obiect for a male chick is a female and vice

versg.

The chicken sexer case is a typical example in favour of reliabilism where, it seems,

there is no room to presuppose that any internal actions and reasons could have been

involved in the process of justiflrcation - S simply knows that p but he is not aware why

he knows that p. The reasons for the belief that the chick is male or female are not

relevant simply because S does not know what the property F is by which he determines

the sex of the chick. He cannot give any reasons in support of the true belief because he

does not know why he has the belief about the chick. (Actually, on Brandom's story the

chick sexer wrongly believes that he is able to distinguish by sight and consequently any

inference that is supposed to provide justification for the true belief would be irrelevant.)

This conclusion about S's role has been drawn too quickly and it seems that there is

a very clear active role of S in the acquiring of knowledge. When S for the frrst time

makes use of the reliable process he has been already taught how to do this. Someone has

shown him how to distinguish between male and female chicks, or someone simply

encouraged him to try to distinguish. Before that, if he was touching or looking at a chick

he would not know which sex it is, or at least he would need some time to figure out that

he is able to make a correct distinction. But if a person that teaches him says that he is not
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talented for the job and that he cannot make a proper distinction, he will not believe that

the chick he is touching and looking at is of the sex that it actually is, despite the

objective ability to make a proper distinction using his cognitive apparatus. The process

of learning precedes the use of a reliable process and it is crucial for the decision that S

will make regarding the use of a reliable process. A reliable process alone does not enable

S to know that p, because without the decision to make use of it, he would not believe

that p, or he would even believe that not p. The process of learning encourages a

cognizer to make a step toward using a reliable process. Of course, this process of

learning usually is not as complex in the case of perceptual knowledge as it is in "higher"

kinds of knowledge, but it necessarily precedes any case of knowledge. This shows that

there is an active role of S regarding the use of a reliable process in arriving at knowledge

in general.

There is another concern regarding the proper distinction between the parts of a

cognitive process that has to be taken into account in the analysis of knowledge. The

internalist claim that perceptual knowledge is inferential knowledge can be seen from a

different point of view. S is making an inference from his background beliefs but the aim

of the inference is to provide a ground for the decision to make use of a reliable process.

It is possible that background beliefs wrongly direct a cognizer not to rely on the

mechanism when the mechanism is capable of providing a proper distinction in actual

and alternative situations, but in this case the fourth condition is not satisfied and

consequently S does not know that p. The process oflearning, or the cognizer's realizing

that he can properly distinguish between objects produces the inference from the beliefs
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that he has previously acquired. The chicken sexer believes that his teacher tells the truth

and that he (S) can properly distinguish between the sexes of chicks. Consequently he

decides to make use of the reliable process, that is, he starts to distinguish properly

between chicks. The decision to make use of the reliable process is S's decision to be

confident that he himself can properly distinguish between the objects. S can be incorrect

and make a \ilrong decision to rely on a process that is not reliable, but in this case he

does not know that p because the third condition is not satisfied. The blind, mechanical

process of distinguishing needs one step more that is made by a cognizer to become a

mechanism that provides knowledge, and this step has a complex background that

consists of the cognizer's various beliefs about the environment and the object. Although

S does not know what the F is by means of which he is making the distinction, he makes

conclusions about the object and his own ability to distinguish, and these conclusions

may lead to knowledge.

If S's decision is not justified, however, he might make use of a reliable process, but

actually there is no rational decision on his part. It is rather a case ofaccidentally relying

on the process that produces the true belief. If S actually decides either to make use of a

process or to stop making use of it, then he has reasons that justi$r his decision. While

according to our definition, the chicken sexer that unjustifiably decides to rely on the

process, as well as the clairvoyant that has the unjustified true belief that the president is

flying on the planelO, do not seem to have knowledge, on the contrary the externalist

would claim that both of them know. If S makes use of a reliable process without a

justified decision, then despite the fact that he acquires a true belief this decision is
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accidental and, in fact,it cannot be called decision as I am using the term. In other words,

since S accidentally decides whether or not to make use of a reliable process, in close

possible worlds in which it is true that p, S might not make use of the process. So,

although the process produces true beliefs, it does not provide the cognizer with

knowledge because he might not accept the belief produced by it (i.e. he might refrain

from using it) due to some factors external to the process itself. Since S's decision is

accidental, nothing obliges him to decide to make use of the process, so we cannot claim

that he would make use of it in close possible worlds where it is true that p. Consequently

we cannot say that he knows.

What can the externalist say about this? The third condition requires that S's

mechanism does not produce a true belief in the counterfactual situation, although in this

case it is of little help. The fourth condition of Nozick's definition Q.{ozick 1980, p.176)

seems more relevant: if it were true that p, then S would have a true belief that p. This

condition seems to disqualify as a case of knowledge the case of the cognizer that

believes that p in the actual world (given that it is true that p), and who might not believe

that p in the close possible world in which it is true that p. One can say that we can stay in

the externalist viewpoint by replacing our fourth condition with Nozick's fourth

condition. It seems, however, that both Nozick's theory, and reliabilism in general, do not

make an important distinction in regard to this case, which uncovers the internal

component of knowledge. Consider the following analysis. According to Nozick's

defrnition, a cognizer knows in the actual world A iff:

1) It is true that p

ro 
See p.41 opf the paper.
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2)

3)

4)

S believes that p

If it were not the case that p, then S would not believe that p

If it were the case that p in relevantly similar circumstances, then S would still believe

that o.

In our definition instead of the fourth condition given in Nozick's definiton, we have:

4a) S decides to make use of a reliable belief-forming process.

According to Nozick, in the close possible world w with relevantly similar circumstances

to those of the actual world (both in A and w it is true that p), S believes that p, therefore,

S knows in the actual world. However, since the cognizer can refrain from using a

reliable process we have two additional possibilities (and this is what Nozick's definition

does not take into account). On one hand, if in w it is true that p, and S's perceptual

mechanism produces the belief that p but S refrains from use of this belief then S does

not know that p. On the other hand, if in w S makes use of the reliable process and

includes the belief in his activities, then he knows. Whether we deal with the first or the

second case depends on whether or not S's decision in the actual world is accidental. So,

if S makes a justified decision in the actual world, then, in the possible world with similar

circumstances to those in A" S would decide to make use of the reliable process.

Otherwise, he would refrain from using it. In conclusion, Nozick's fourth ,ondition ¿o.,

not show whether or not S knows that p, but only whether or not S's mechanism will

produce the true belief in w. The belief-forming process does not end with the production

of a true belief by a reliable process. Its last component is S's decision - and since a

decision without justification is only an accidental use of a reliable process, then in case

of an unjustified decision S does not know that p.
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In every actual situation in which S makes use of a reliable process, the decision

whether or not to rely on it is present, though not always explicitly. Once a cognizer has

learned how to make a distinction between the objects in the actual and relevant

alternative situations (or once he has realized that he can make a distinction), he does not

learn aîy more, and therefore in normal circumstances his decision is made

automatically. However, if he infers from beliefs about the environment and from

background beliefs about the object that the circumstances are slightly different (different

to an extent that prevents S from having knowledge that p), then he ceases to make use of

the reliable process. Actually, the circumstances of the actual situation have been

changed in a fashion which is relevant to the process that provides knowledge only if the

relevant alternative situation becomes different compared to the previous one. Let us

illustrate this situation by the chicken sexer case. Suppose that the chicks on the farm on

which the chicken sexer is working have been exposed to some kind of radiation that

produced a mutation of new-born chicks in such a way that many more hermaphrodite

chicks are born than is usual. Without the radiation it is a very rare phenomenon and the

chicken sexer has never seen or touched any hermaphrodite chick. Let us suppose that the

property F differentiates a hermaphrodite chick from males and females. After the farm

was exposed to the radiation, instead of male and female chicks hermaphrodite chicks

start to come to the chicken sexer. He touches and looks at the first example of the third

sex, then grabs the next one, and then the next one, etc. He realizes that the example that

he is touching is neither male nor female, and he is not able, at least for some short

period, to conclude that he deals with a third cathegory - with a hermaphrodite chick.
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That is the F that differentiates the hermaphrodite chick from males and females, and S

can successfully distinguish hermaphrodites by means of F from males and females in the

same way he can distinguish between males and females, but he has yet to conclude or be

told that there is a third sex. The "normal" circumstances of the case are new - thev

include the third sex. The relevant alternative situation for the case of an actual female

chick is not a male any more, and a female is not the only relevant alternative for the

actual male; a hermaphrodite chick and male are the relevant alternatives for the actual

female chick, a hermaphrodite and female for a male chick, etc. S needs a certain period

of time to recognize that there is a third sex and that he can distinguish it from the other

two sexes. Though he is physically able to distinguish the third sex from the other two by

means of his sensory apparatus, he has to make a decision, grounded on the information

from the environment or gained from his teacher, to make use of the process. S does not

know that p unless he decides to start distinguishing between the three sexes. His

decision is obvious in the case where he begins to use the reliable process, but even in all

other situations he does not use the cognitive process without the implicit ability to infer

from background beliefs whether or not to make use of the process. He is always

prepared to reconsider the appropriateness of the use of the process and the decision to

make use of the reliable process is implicitly present.

It is an internalist intuition that S has some kind of impact on his knowledge and

that a cognizer himself is responsible for his knowledge. However, the cognizer's role is

limited by the factthat his knowledge depends on a cognitive mechanism that cannot be

changed by his own will. The domain of his responsibility and his activity in cognition is
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the decision to make use of a reliable process. It is not enough that a perceptual

mechanism produces a true belief (and in addition that a cognizer gives good reasons for

the belief), but this mechanism has to be reliable and has to satisfy the third condition of

the definition. If S knows that p then the cognitive process that goes from O to S is not

just a simple causal connection between S and O, but is a connection which provides

knowledge: if it were, O' instead of O then S would not know that O has F. The physical

fact that O has F becomes a source of knowledge for S relating itself to the physiological

mechanism of S in a specific way. There is nothing occult or mysterious about the

connection between S and O (Sosa 1985). it is a 'lawJike connection' as Armstrong puts

it. Maybe the part of the theory that appears mysterious is the idea of a mechanism that

goes from the subject to the object, and that constitutes the condition that determines

whether or not a true belief is knowledge - this idea of knowledge as a purely mechanical

process contradicts the traditional concept of knowledge that includes the awareness of a

cognizer. However, if we realize that the cognizer's decision is needed for knowledge

then this mechanical connection and its specific nature look much more acceptable even

for the internalist. What constitutes knowledge is not some external process that is totally

detached from the a\¡/areness of a cognizer, but a process that starts with the approval of a

cognizer though he does not have to realize its structure in order to use it. There is a

blind, animal-behavior-like aspect of knowledge, but the whole truth about it is not thatit

is a process that goes on without any connection with a cognizer's conscious cognitive

activities (i.e. inferential knowledge) and without the activation of background beliefs.
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At this point we can try to make clear the responsibility of a cognizer. The

traditional internalist view is that a cognizer behaves responsibly if he follows

appropriate epistemic principles. Assuming that the belief is true, according to the

internalist, cognitive responsibility is a sufficient condition for knowledge. The

justification of a true belief is dependent on the way he makes the inference from

background beliefs to his present belief. A cognizer is someone who does or does not

follow the epistemic principles of responsible cognitive behaviour and by doing this

justifies or fails to justify the belief. In other words, if he is in a position to give some

good reasons for the true belief that p then he knows that p. As the internalist

acknowledges, this justification is given implicitly. A cognizer behaves responsibly if he

accepts that a belief produced by the reliable process is true. If the chicken sexer does not

have any good reason not to believe to his teacher who is trying to convince him that he

can distinguish between the sexes of chicks, and if he relies on the cognitive process that

produces true beliefs about the sex of chicks, then he acts responsibly. The decision is

present in every single case of the use of a reliable process: but the inference which S is

making, and which motivates him to change the decision, emerges only when something

goes wrong with the circumstances in which he is making use of the process. The

passivity of a cognizer during the use of the reliable process is not the lack of a decision

but only its implicit presence. So, the acceptance of the process does not mean that S is

not deciding to make use of a process, but that there are no background beliefs that could

or should change his decision. If the chicken sexer is trying to find some reason to make

use of the reliable process when he has already shown that he can distinguish between the

sexes and has received from the teacher (in whom he believes) the opinion that he is able
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to do it properly, then he does not act responsibly. When S uses a reliable mechanism in

certain circumstances then he estimates whether or not the mechanism can fulfill the task

for which it is supposed to be used. The chicken sexer does not doubt the reliability of the

process when there are no hermaphrodite chicks in the actual situation, because there is

no reason to do so. A certain level of distinguishing is needed - the process distinguishes

between males and females - and S is satisfied with it in the appropriate and unchanged

circumstances. When the cognizer realizes that the level of distinguishing that the process

provides is not the appropriate one for some reason - for example, when he grabs the first

hermaphrodite chick and becomes aware that he cannot make a distinction as he could

before - then he starts to doubt his own ability to distinguish, that is, he decides to cease

to make use of the reliable process.

As I already said, this background of the decision that a cognizer makes is not

really a part of the conditions for knowledge. TVhether or not a cognizer is responsible

regarding the beliel does affect the fourth condition of the definition, but it cannot be

considered as an essential condition of knowledge. There are other relevant factors that

can influence the knowledge of a cognizer, such as the rational ability of a cognizer to

make decisions about any beliefs produced by his cognitive mechanismtt, blrt that do not

define knowledge. The overall result of these factors is the cognizer's decision, and

therefore the decision can be counted as the essential internal component of knowledge.

" A cognizer with disordered mental abilities is unable to make use of sorne kinds of reliable processes
because he simply caîriot make a decision to do it, and therefore is unable to distinguish between some
kinds of objects, still having the sensory appa-ratus that produces a thought that is supposed to be a true
belief. For examplg we cannot consider a man that took a drug that produces strong hallucirntions about
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Now, one can ask whether our example of hermaphrodite chicks really illustrates

the case that properly states the viewpoint of the externalist. In the barn case, a man is

looking at a real barn that is situated in a field full of barn facsimiles, and since the third

condition is not satisfied he does not know that a real barn is in front of him. He has not

looked at a facsimile before, and whether or not he will look at one of them after the

actual situation is not relevant to the knowledge that p at the moment at which he is

looking at the real barn. When we compare this situation to the situation of the chicken

sexer case then the difference between the cases becomes obvious. Our cognizer, the

chicken sexer, is looking at the object that is supposed to be a relevant alternative,

whereas the cognizer in the barn case does not look at the object that is supposed to be

the relevant alternative. If we change the case to make it analogous to the barn case, then

the hermaphrodite chicks exist on the farm but they are not coming to the chicken sexer.

Let us assume that they are coming only to the chicken sexer that is working in a

different room but not to our chicken sexer. Perhaps, this case is also not analogous to the

original barn case, but to the barn case in which there are facsimiles in the field next to

the one through which the cognizer is driving. So, we cannot consider the hermaphrodites

and facsimiles as relevant alternatives for such actual cases- because the close relevant

environment has not been changed to the extent that influences the cognizer's ability to

distinguish. But when the facsimiles are in the field through which the cognizer is

driving, and in the situation in which the chicken sexer is working with his colleague

picking every second chick and luckily picking only male or female when

hermaphrodites are already all over the place (and his colleague accidentally picks only

everything that a consumer believes, an irresponsible cognizer but as a man that does not have the ability
to decide to reþ on a reliable process.
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hermaphrodites), then we can say that the relevant alternatives are a facsimile and a

hermaphrodite chick. Relevance is determined by the physical characteristics of the

environment. If the object that is a candidate for the alternative situation is physically

reachable to the cognizer then the alternative situation is the relevant alternative situation.

If we apply our defrnition to this kind of case then it is obvious that S does not know

that the chick he is touching and looking at, is male or female. He is able to distinguish

between males and females and his cognitive mechanism is able to distinguish between

males, females and hermaph¡odites but he has not made a decision to make use of the

reliable process that distinguishes between three but only between two sexes. So, the

fourth condition is not satisfied. It is not clear whether or not the third condition is

satisfied because S's cognitive mechanism has the ability to distinguish between three

sexes by means of the appropriate F but still in the counterfactual situation he would not

distinguish between them. Maybe it cannot be a reliable process without S's decision to

make use of it. In any case, the situation is more complex than the externalist assumes.

The cognizer might be able to distinguish between the object in the actual situation and

the object in the counterfactual situation but still not know that p.

On one side, if the facsimiles of abarn are so perfectthatthere is no possibility for

S to distinguish between the real barn and a facsimile, that is, if there is no F by means of

which S is physically able to distinguish between theml2, then he does not know that the

object is a barn because the third condition is not satisfied. On the other side, if S had

been told that there are facsimiles in the field and he would be able to recognize them bv
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means of F, then in the actual situation he does not know that p because the fourth

condition is not satisfied. In other words, he has the ability to distinguish but he is not

making use of it. This distinction between the different kinds of cases when S does not

know that p is not included in the externalist analysis but it seems very important. The

chicken sexer case is analogous to the second version ofthe barn case, where a cognizer

is able to distinguish but he is not taking into account that the circumstances are unusual,

and I am not surethatthe first case illustrates the externalist's point atall.If two objects

are not identical then there is an F that discriminates between them, and it is only a matter

of the level of distinguishing to which a cognitive process has to go to make this

distinction. There is no perfect facsimile of a barn, and the cognizer can use some tools to

distinguish between the real barn and a facsimile if he is told that there are facsimiles

around. But the analysis of knowledge deals with everyday cases and with the objects

that are comprehensible to the ordinary human perceptual mechanism. Therefore, I think

that only cases where there is a possibility for S to distinguish between objects in the

actual and alternative situation by means of his own perceptual mechanism are relevant

for the analysis, and these cases clearly involve the cognizer's decision to make use of the

reliable process as in the chicken sexer case or in the second version of the barn watcher

case. Actually, it is trivial to talk about knowledge and relevant alternatives regarding the

case in which there is no physical possibility for S to distinguish between a real barn and

a facsimile because the case is set up in such a way that there is not any possibility of

knowledge. A relevant alternative has to be relevant in the sense that the relevant

situation is a physically possible situation and that a normal perceptual mechanism can

respond to the challenge of its object and environment. If the externalist aims to deal with

" His sensory apparatus does not have enough power to realize the distinction.
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the problem of knowledge using the barn case only in its first version, then his analysis

only begs the question. If there is no F by means of which S is capable of distinguishing

between the objects in the actual and in the relevant alternative state of affairs then the

question is why is he not able to do it? If it is not because it is physically impossible for

his sensory mechanism to make the distinction (i.e., if S's cognitive mechanism is

physically able to distinguish) then it means that S has not decided to distinguish. In other

words, the F is not taken into account by S as the source of difference between the objects

in the actual and relevant alternative situation. In the barn case S does not know that p

because the fourth condition is not satisf,red. There is a physical possibility for S to

distinguish between the real barn and a facsimile by means of F but he does not rely on

the cognitive process that can make the distinction. Goldman tried to emphasize that S

does not know if there is no F by means of which S can distinguish, but this demand per

se is too strong as the condition for knowledge. Even if S is able to distinguish and if in

the relevant alternative situation the perceptive mechanism would be capable of

producing the true belief, S does not know because there is no decision to make use of the

process. It is not the case that S does not know that p because the cognitive process would

not produce the true belief in the relevant alternative situation because of the physical

incapability of the process to distinguish between the actual and relevant situation, but S

does not know because he does not decide to make use of the reliable process that is

otherwise capable of distinguishing between the real barn and a facsimile. We cannot

separate the third and the fourth condition and they are both necessary for knowledge.
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3.4 Beliefs us functional entíties and use of reliable processes

I clarified the notion of the cognizer's decision to make use of a reliable process, and

now I will try more thoroughly to explain the notion of use of a reliable process.

The use that the chicken sexer makes of the reliable process which enables him to

distinguish between the sexes of the chicks consists of the proper disposal of chicks

according to their sex in two different boxes. This classification is what the perceptual

process aims at and for which it is introduced. There is no knowledge without some sort

of use of a reliable process. After a reliable process supplies the cognizer with a true

belief about the object, this belief is used for a certain purpose. The perceptual process

that may be considered as knowledge always aims at something. The cognizer may be

able to recognize the sex of a chick but this distinguishing goes along with the final use

of the belief. Otherwise it cannot be said that the perceptual mechanism is a source of

knowledge but only that is able to reliably produce a true belief about the object. The first

part of the mechanism that reliably provides the appropriate distinction is common to all

living things, and at this point Goldman rightfully emphasizes the similarities between

human and animal perception (Goldman 1976) However, a true belief produced by a

reliable mechanism cannot be regarded as knowledge unless S makes use of it. A

clairvoyant Norman's belief (from BonJour's above-mentioned example) gives Norman

information about the location of the president. This allows him to properly locate the

president but he might refrain from doing it. If Norman does not regard the belief
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produced by his perceptual mechanism as a true beliel then he actually does not locate

the president's position - his belief does not refer to the real president and his real

location, therefore, it has the epistemic status of an accidental thought By refraining from

the use of the reliable process, Norman changes the epistemic status of the belief by his

own will. A true belief is not knowledge unless S includes it in his cognitive apparatus

(and validates its truth by acceptingthat it refers to the real situation). Norman's belief

that the president is in the airplane followed by his doubting that this belief is true, has

different epistemic status from the same true belief followed by the conviction that it

refers to the real position ofthe president.

. What does the change in the epistemic status of a belief consist of? This issue

belongs more to the area of philosophy of mind than to epistemology since it deals with

the nature of beliefs. Let us assume that functionalism about beliefs is a correct theory.

The functionalist theory of mind originally emerged as a response to "central state"

identity theory. According to the central state identity theory (or "type identity" theory of

mind, as it's often referred to today, mental state types are identical to certain

neurophysiological state types. For, example, the state of pain is indentifed with the firing

of certain neurons. However, a functionalist theorist gives a counterexample that shows

that identity theory cannot be true in general. Let us suppose that there exist some beings

whose nervous system have a different structure than that of humans. It would be

impossible for these creatures to feel pain since on the identity theory being in pain

identical to being in a certain neuro-physiological state of human neural system.

Whatever these creatures feel could not be pain. Therefore, the functionalist concludes,
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type identity theory is not true in general (i.e., for all sorts of creatures and neural

systems).

In contrast to identity theory, functionalism defrnes mental states as functional

entities. All sorts of mental states, such as pain-states, desires, beliefs, etc. have

functional roles. For example, on the functionalist view, pain is whatever internal state of

an organism it is (if any) which occupies the same characteristic causal/functional role in

the organism's psychology that pain has in our psychology. Since mental states are

caused by objects and they cause actions within a neural system, they can be called

functionally defrned entities. Mental activity consists of mental states being caused and

of the actions that they produce, given rise to other mental states and to behaviour. In a

specific sense, if the theory is applied to beliefs as functionally defined entities, then there

is a certain functional dependence between an object and the belief about it. The belief

about the object is somehow caused by the object, and being caused by the object is part

of what the belief consists of. A belief is a functional entity since, being caused by the

object, it produces some action on the part of a cognizer - it actually responds to its cause

by the production of an action. To be a functional belief is to be caused by an object and

to produce an action. A belief that does not produce any action is a belief without a

function.

'When the production of a true belief has been accomplished via a reliable process,

the belief might not be included in the net of the cognizer's actions. At this point the

cognizer's will influences the formation of beliefs. If the cognizer decides to make use of
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a process that produces beliefs then the belief becomes functional, otherwise, the belief

does not fullfil its own function and it remains isolated from the net of the cognizer's

cognitive apparatus and from other functional beliefs. As we mentioned earlierl3, it might

be the case that the cognizer's action ofrefraining from use ofa reliable process prevents

him from believing that p. In other words, it might be the case that, when a belief is

isolated from the cognizer's cognitive net, it does not have the status of belief at alI.

However, whether or not a belief that has been isolated remains in the possession of the

cognizer as an idle belief, or it does not have the status of belief - the point still remains

that the belief has its epistemic status due to the cognizer's will. If the belief were not

isolated, it would be a belief of an ordinary epistemic value (i.e., it would be a true belief

included in the cognizer's psychological network). Through the decision whether or not

to make use of a belief the çosnizer has control over what he believes.

Recall Baergen's (1995) claim about internalism. Since, according to him, the

internalists' belief that a cognizer's voluntary actions are relevant to knowledge is not

true, the most promising solution is to abandon internalism and to remain committed to

the externalist approach. Taking into account that beliefs are functional entities, however,

Baergen's claim @aergen 1995, p.25) that "Breaking the connection with voluntarism

might be done by abandoning Internalism completely ... or by finding some other sense

of 'ought' and related terms that do not carry with them any implication of voluntary

control", does not seem a conclusion as necessary as Baergen believes. In a certain sense

the cognizer has voluntary control over his beliefs, that is, the cognizer decides whether

or not to make use of a reliable process, or in other words, he decides whether a belief

r3 
See p.34.
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will be functional. Certain rules that the cognizer follows, as well as certain background

beliefs, influence (ustify) his decision - and this seems a plausible way to understand

Internalism about knowledge. The relation between a belief and the object is not the only

element of knowledge, though it is an element that the cognizer's will cannot influence.

So, in reply to Baergen (1995)14, the cognizer's will can change the epistemic status of a

true belief produced by a reliable process and determine whether or not the true belief is

knowledge. This voluntary action takes part at the level of perceptual mechanism that has

not been taken into account by externalists. The cognizer's decision is the element of the

belief-forming/sustaining process that uses the result of the perceptual mechanism (i.e. a

belief) as the item of the cognizer's will and introduces a belief as the cause of an action.

This kind of control over uses of a belieÊproducing-sustaining mechanism is a matter of

control over beliefs itself. Therefore, Baergen's claim, shared by most reliabilists, that we

do not have control over our beliefs is at best only half true, since the changes we make

to the epistemic status of beliefs by means of our control over the use of reliable

processes are simultaneously changes to the metaphysical status of those beliefs. To

refrain from acting on the beliefs produced by a belief-forming mechanism is in a sense

to refrain from believing at all.

1a 
See the last part of the section 2. 1.
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